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Introduction

Valian (1991) Study 2

Valian (1991) Study 5

The CHILDES database potentially offers researchers the ability to analyze
patterns of acquisition across a large number of children, but the full potential
of the database has not yet been realized. In this study, we investigated
the "feasibility" and "accuracy" of fully-automated corpus-based FLA research
through a comparison between a manually-conducted corpus study by Valian
(Valian, 1991) and CHILDES.

Frequencies of expletive subjects and pronominal subjects

Children’s use of objects with different types of verbs

Research Question
• What are the "feasibility" and "accuracy" of automated analyses of the
CHILDES data?

Methods
• Comparison between an automated analysis of CHILDES (using NLTK
(Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009)) and Valian’s null-subject paper (Valian,
1991), a manually conducted corpus study that serves as a gold standard

Valian (1991) Study 1
Age, MLUs, the number of utterances, and the number of verbs
• Valian (1991) & CHILDES: Age, MLUs, the numbers of utterances, and
the numbers of verbs are highly correlated (MLU: r(19) = 0.91, p < .001;
utterance: r(19) = 0.74, p < .001; and verb: r(19) = 0.96, p < .001)
between the original study and the CHILDES

Figure 1: Production of verbs, semi−auxiliaries, and modals
with subject or expletive subject
(cf. Valian, 1991, p.58)
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• However, in many corpus-based FLA studies, only raw utterance data
are used and these rich information layers (such as %mor and %gra) are
practically discarded.
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PARTIAL CORRELATION

MLU & modal (-age)
age & modal (-MLU)
subj & modal (-age & MLU)
MLU & subject use (- age)
age & subject use (- MLU)
verb use & MLU (- age)
verb use & age (- MLU)
verb & subject (- age & MLU)

VALIAN (1991)
r=.43 (p=.056)
r=.28 (p=n.s.)
r=-.04 (p=NA)
r=.48 (p=.03)
r=.41 (p=.075)
r=.81 (p<.001)
r=.20 (n.s.)
r=.78 (p<.001)
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Discussion and Conclusion
The results from Valian’s original study and CHILDES data were comparable
in many analyses, but were sometimes wildly different. In general, CHILDES
does not do well when intuitive judgment is required.
• Sentence type: Valian (1991) excluded imperatives and imitations from
her utterance count, but it was nearly impossible to correctly determine
those utterance types with the information currently available in CHILDES.
• Transitivity: Many verbs are polysemous between transitive and intransitive uses (e.g., Brenda opened the door. ↔ The door opened. , but not
*Brenda opened.; cf. Elmer already ate his meal. ↔ Elmer already ate.)
and it requires careful examination of the contexts to correctly determine
the transitivity of verbs.

0.8

%gra encodes the grammatical dependency information (e.g., 'you' is the second word depended on the third word in the
sentence. Its grammatical function is SUBJ (subject))

0.6

Regular affixation (i.e., morphological analyzable affix) is
represented in the form of [stem-morpheme]. (e.g., 'comes'
is 'come' + 3PS)

• Valian (1991): American children provide subjects at a high rate from the
onset of combinatorial speech (evidence that they are aware that overt
subjects are obligatory), and their usage correlates strongly with verb use
even when MLU is partialled out. Usage does not correlate with modals
once MLU is partialled out, so the lack of full subject use is not due to lack
of INFL.
• CHILDES: The numbers of modals, semi-auxiliaries, and verbs with subject for each MLU group are almost identical to the original study. However, the partial corrections do not show the same pattern.
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When a morpheme can be analyzed in more than one way, two
part-of-speech tags are assigned separated with colon. (e.g.,
'here' can be adverbial or locative.)

Children’s use of subjects/expletive subjects in sentences with verb

0.2

Valian 01a.cha
----------------*INV:
do you know what a tape recorder is, Child ?
%mor:
aux|do pro|you v|know pro:wh|what det|a n|tape n:v|record-AGT v:cop|be&3S n:prop|Child ?
%gra:
1|3|AUX 2|3|SUBJ 3|0|ROOT 4|8|PRED 5|6|DET 6|8|SUBJ 7|8|PRED 8|3|COMP 9|8|SUBJ 10|3|PUNCT
...
*MOT:
does she ever . [+ V]
%mor:
aux|do&3S pro|she adv|ever .
%gra:
1|0|ROOT 2|1|SUBJ 3|1|JCT 4|1|PUNCT
...
*MOT:
here it comes .
%mor:
adv:loc|here pro|it v|come-3S .
%gra:
1|3|JCT 2|3|SUBJ 3|0|ROOT 4|3|PUNCT

Valian (1991): Study 3
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Irregular morphemes are represented in the form of
[stem%morpheme]. (e.g., 'does' is 'do' + 3PS)

Derivational words are represented [derived_pos:original_pos|
morpheme-affix]. (e.g., 'recorder' is derived from 'record' with an
agentive affix).
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In some cases, a subcategory tag is added in the format "category:subcategory" (e.g.,
'what' is a pronominal, more specifically a wh-word.)
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Figure 2b: Production of objects with different types of verbs
(cf. Valian, 1991, p.73)
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In %mor tier, each morpheme is
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(e.g., 'do' is AUX)
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• morphosyntactic information with MOR (Hausser, 1989)
• ambiguity resolution with POST (Parisse & Le-Normand, 2000)
• grammatical dependency information with GRASP (Sagae, Davis, Lavie,
MacWhinney, & Wintner, 2007, 2010)

• Valian (1991): Children provided an object where it was necessary (i.e.,
transitive verb). The recognition of the distinction between obligatory and
optional objects suggests that children pay attention to different verb uses
in the input. Also, children increase their provision of objects for transitive/intransitive verbs between Group 1 and Group 2, suggesting a decrease of performance limitations.
• CHILDES: The data obtained from CHILDES show substantial divergence from the original study.

Production of diferent verb types

CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000)

• Valian (1991): Expletive subjects were rarely used across all developmental stages (only 12 expletive sentences were found). Also, the distribution of cases in pronominal subjects suggests that children can correctly assign nominative case to the noun in the subject position.
• CHILDES: Thirteen expletive subjects are found in CHILDES. The distributions of the expletive subjects’ cases are almost identical with the
original study.

CHILDES
r=.73 (p<.001)
r=.21 (p=.36)
r=.29 (p=.32)
r=.43 (p=.04)
r=.24 (p=.28)
r=.28 (p=.22)
r=.28 (p=.21)
r=.34 (p=.13)

Those two factors might have contributed to the divergence of CHILDES from
Valian’s original study (i.e., partial corrections in Study 3 and the classification
of verbs in Study 5). For example, the grammatical dependency information
in CHILDES is primarily based on structural definitions, not logical/semantic
definitions of subject/object. Thus, John in (1a) and (1c) are identified as
SUBJECT as well as the glass in (1b), which is identified as a predicate without
an object.
(1a) Johnsubject broke the glass.
(1b) The glasssubject broke.
(1c) *Johnsubject broke.
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